WISCONSIN NEEDS
SAFE, CLEAN WATER

Why does Sen. Ron Johnson keep getting it wrong?

We have problems: Our clean water is at risk. Manure from huge animal operations, with thousands of hogs and cows, is polluting our drinking water in Northeast Wisconsin. And bringing toxic algae into our beautiful bay.

There are solutions—but Ron Johnson keeps getting it wrong.

His track record so far:
- Johnson voted against holding polluters accountable.¹
- Johnson voted against a bipartisan bill providing federal funds to clean up our sewer systems.²
- Johnson voted against bipartisan legislation to clean up our Great Lakes.³

TELL SEN. JOHNSON: WISCONSIN NEEDS SAFE, CLEAN WATER
Tell him you’re tired of all the manure contaminating our Wisconsin water. It’s time to say YES to safe, clean water for our families and communities.

Call Sen. Ron Johnson: 920 230-7250
Tell him: TAKE ACTION NOW for Safe, Clean Water in Wisconsin

¹Johnson voted on H.R. 3994 in Apr 2021
²Johnson voted on H.R. 3997 in Mar 2018
³Johnson voted against S. 3213 in Feb 2019
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